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Accomplishments from the past quarter.
1. Our Corrections subcommittee has continued to meet monthly to compare

notes, discuss ideas, monitor correctional facilities and share information.
Through this we continue to form a vision for Area Corrections through a group
conscience.  Some exciting additions to our corrections subcommittee are as
follows:

a. Angel, the Corrections Chair from for District 34 has joined our
subcommittee to bridge Area Correction with our Spanish speaking
corrections servants.  I am excited to have Angel as part of our committee
and look forward to continuing our continued growth and development in
this new path.

2. We held our second Quarterly of this rotation on Zoom on June 19, 2021, some
highlights:

a. 20 of 41 Districts attended/reported
b. Seattle, Pierce County and Eastside Intergroups all reported
c. 30 attendees on average with a high of 34 at one point.
d. There is movement, albeit limited, with correctional facilities as they begin

to open up slowly.  The key word is slowly.  And that’s okay, we are
working to ensure we are standing there ready with a big book in hand
when that door opens up.

e. We successfully hosted the quarterly complete with Spanish translation.  I
am most proud of this accomplishment.  And though there were some
bumps with getting the zoom translation button activated at the beginning,
we are through the learning curve and into a new era where Spanish
translation accommodations are the norm and our Spanish speaking
community will join and participate.  I trust word will get around and
attendance from our Spanish speaking brothers and sisters will increase
over time.  I would like to thank Angel for his enthusiasm and dedication
and Ramiro, DCM 57 for his support and participation. It was great having
him at our quarterly.



f. We voted to hold the remaining two quarterlies on zoom which I believe
will help our outreach and allow us to develop our Spanish translation
capabilities.

g. And last but not least, we had a Griff G. as our speaker. He shared how he
heard the message behind the walls, and how that message has changed his
life.  He had a powerful message and I am grateful for his share.  I was
very moved.  Next quarterly our speaker will be Pam H., who is currently
serving as the Seattle Intergroup corrections chair. She is a wonderful part
of our Area Corrections Committee and loaded with knowledge of AA and
corrections.  I am looking forward to it.

3. We are on hold on JPay as the General Service Office is determining the
collective voice of AA as they seek to provide literature through this
application.  We remain ready to support.

4. And we formed a new committee to develop and create a "Master List" of
volunteers in a database that those taking meeting behind the walls can draw
from.  It will allow those corrections minded servant in Districts without
facilities to go behind the walls and follow their spiritual path and calling in that
direction.

5. Literature is still being brought into facilities, still a slower pace but we are
starting to see more inquiries in this regard.

6. Our Corrections Workbook Study every Sunday at 4:00 pm is going well and
we now have participation from some corrections chairs in Area 92.

7. And last, Holly H., Area 92 Corrections Chair and I have set up a monthly
meeting to share ideas and support each other on each side of the mountain as
we strive to provide the best possible service to our Area’s corrections servants.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with.
This past Quarterly, we learned how to facilitate spanish translation in our zoom
quarterlies.  There are specific things we had to do, such as setting up the zoom
account for translation capabilities.  It was there I learned how well developed our
Area is in this regard.  Each standing committee chair has an area zoom account
complete with all the necessary bells and whistles for Spanish translation and 300
participants and all kinds of other amenities. We also learned we have to set up
emails in the zoom settings for our translators, typically two who work in 45-
minute increments, translating is intensive.  I have a new appreciation for our
translators.  How they translate not only the words, but also the idea in the words
and the tone, in order to properly convey the proper meaning.  Brilliant minds with



advanced mental capabilities I never even considered.  And, I forgot to announce to
the participants to select a language so they could hear the translation.  I remember
hearing this all the time at our assembly and quarterlies, but now I was the one
called to remind everybody.  I have a rapidly growing appreciation for our electeds
talents in all these little things they do so gracefully. So, after all of this, our
committee is now qualified and will have spansh interpretation at our questerlies
going forward.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
1. Over the next quarter we will continue to plan and monitor the reopening of

correctional facilities in our state.  I believe each quarter will be more and more
hectic as we work to meet each new need.  So we will continue to:

a. be organized and ready as we move towards reopening so we can deliver to
the Districts when called upon;

b. deliver literature in a timely manner when requested; and
c. Build momentum and interest in District, Intergroup and Area Corrections

by  improving our organization, communication, information and outreach
in order to build a rich trusted servant community for future Area servants
to draw from.

d. Update the Area Corrections Schedule and Master List and Database for
better tracking and communication, and volunteer participation.

2. Other goals:
a. The Google Shared Drive continues to be populated with correction

literature, forms and information so everyone has access at all times,
including future corrections chairs and archives.

b. Begin developing a corrections webpage within the Area’s website to act
as a place anyone interested in corrections in our area can go for immediate
information and resources to begin their journey in corrections service.


